Junior Solar Sprint Series: Gears and Drive Belts
SPN LESSON #7

TEACHER INFORMATION
LEARNING OUTCOME
After investigating the mechanical advantages of gear-to-gear, gear-and-chain, and belt-andpulley systems, students recognize the trade-off between speed and power inherent in these
devices.
LESSON OVERVIEW
Students evaluate system-and-size ratio combinations and determine which will work best with
the solar cell and electrical motor devices used to power their model solar cars.
GRADE-LEVEL APPROPRIATENESS
This Level II, general energy, technology education lesson is designed for students in grades 5–
8.
MATERIALS (per student group)
Two-gear set
Ruler
10-speed bike
Bike stand
Hammer
2 Eight-penny nails
12-inch 2x4 board
Rubber band
Larger-diameter wooden spool
Smaller-diameter wooden spool
SAFETY
There are no safety concerns for this lesson.

nyserda.ny.gov/School-Power-Naturally

TEACHING THE LESSON
As part of the sequence of developing the design for the students’ solar cars, discuss the need to
mechanically connect the solar-powered motor to the axle and wheels of the car. Solicit ideas
concerning possible drive mechanisms, and ask about the strengths and weaknesses of each
system mentioned. Invite students to investigate one or more of the drive mechanisms to see if
their ideas are valid and to provide experiences that will help them decide what type of
mechanism they want to use for their cars. After they read the student handout, have them gather
the needed materials and carry out their investigations.
ACCEPTABLE RESPONSES FOR DEVELOP YOUR UNDERSTANDING SECTION
Activity 1: Part A: Gears
Chart entries will vary according to the gear pairings used. The ratios for the first three columns
should be the same for any particular gear pair. The last column should be an inverse ratio and in
the opposite direction.
1. Variable according to gear pairings
2. Same as 1
3. The smaller gear turns faster.
4. It would make the wheels turn slower than the motor rpm’s.
5. It would make it more powerful [but slower]
6. It would make it more powerful [but slower]
Part B: Bicycle Gears
Develop Your Understanding
1. No
2. Same
3. Yes
Activity 2
Develop Your Understanding
1. Answers will vary according to relative diameter of spools. Results should be similar to
gear results.
2. Similar in speed change according to diameter size, but it does not change the direction of
spin. Also, transfer of energy depends on friction between the rubber band and the spool
surface.
3. It is similar to gear-and-chain mechanism.
ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FOR TEACHERS
SOURCE FOR THIS ADAPTED LESSON
This lesson was adapted from materials developed for Junior Solar Sprint by
the Northeast Sustainable Energy Association and NREL.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This lesson is one of several preliminary classroom investigations leading to an understanding of
the scientific phenomena underlying the operation of, and the eventual building of, a competitive
model solar car. This competition is sponsored by the Junior Solar Sprint (JSS) Program,
developed originally under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy and currently
sponsored by the Northeast Sustainable Energy Association (NESEA) and the U.S. Army. Visit
NESEA at www.nesea.org for complete information and more learning activities.
Transmission
Purpose
A car’s transmission transfers the power from the motor to the wheels. While doing so, it may
make the wheels spin at a different speed than the motor.
Ideas
There are different ways to transfer power from the motor to the wheels. Some popular
techniques are direct drive, friction drive, belt drive, chain drive, and gears.

Some transmissions are easier to build than others, and not all are appropriate for a solar car.
Concept: Speed versus Force
The simplest type of transmission is direct drive, which means the motor is connected directly to
the axle of the driven wheel. Direct drives are not common in vehicles; one of the few vehicles
that use direct drive is a unicycle. Every time your feet make one revolution, the front wheel
makes one revolution.
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Speed
Imagine that two of your neighbors have a unicycle race. Bruce’s unicycle has a regular wheel,
and Karen’s has a very large wheel. If they both pedal at the same rate, which one of them will
win?

In both cases, each revolution of the pedal results in one revolution of the wheel. But one
revolution of Karen’s wheel will roll twice as far as Bruce’s wheel. So, Karen would win if they
both pedaled at the same rate. If Bruce wanted to win, he would have to pedal more than twice as
fast as Karen.
Have you ever seen pictures of very old bicycles that have huge front wheels? These bicycles
allow the rider to go faster without pedaling like a maniac!
As mentioned before, most vehicles are not direct drive, so let’s look at another type of vehicle: a
3-speed bicycle. A bicycle uses a chain drive. It allows you to move the pedals, and the chain
transfers the energy from the pedals to the rear wheel accordingly.
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The chain glides over different-sized sprockets, depending on the speed setting chosen by the
rider.
Which sprocket combination will make the rider go the fastest, given the same pedaling rate, or
cadence? (Hint: consider how many times the back sprocket [and therefore the back wheel] will
turn with each rotation of the front sprocket.)

Each rotation of the front sprocket will make the back wheel rotate once in combo 1, twice in
combo 2, and four times in combo 3. So, combination 3 will go the fastest. (These sprocket
combinations may also be called gear ratios, because the new speed is calculated as the ratio of
the driven [front] sprocket over the back sprocket.)
So how do these sprocket choices affect the way a biker would use the bicycle? Well, when she
starts out, she starts in first gear (combo 1). As she pedals faster, the bike starts going faster.
After a while, her legs are moving very fast, so she switches to second gear (combo 2). Now her
legs go only half as fast, but the bike is still going fast. She can increase her cadence again and
make the bike go even faster. Once her cadence is very high again, she can shift up to third gear
(combo 3).
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If she was going 5 miles per hour in first gear, how fast will she be going in third gear with the
same pedaling rate?
Well, the jump from first to second gear doubles the speed, and the step from second to third
gear doubles it again. So, she is going four times as fast as in first gear. She is now going 20
miles per hour, but her legs are going at the same rate as at the very beginning.
The term 3-speed bike is not entirely correct, because a biker can go more than just three
different speeds with this bike. As we saw in the previous example, our biker was able to
continuously speed up from 5 mph to 20 mph. The name comes from the fact that given one
cadence, the three gear ratios will give the rider three different speeds.
Force
You may ask, then, why isn’t it best to go for the highest speed possible? Well, you can’t get
something for nothing! What are you giving up when you gain speed? Let’s investigate.…
Imagine two bikers approaching a very steep hill. Jeff and Dave are both in third gear, because
they are going very fast. Dave downshifts into second. But Jeff decides to stay in third gear,
because he knows that third gear is for going fast, and he wants to go up this hill very fast.
Dave is going half the speed now, because he just downshifted. Jeff smirks as he blows by Dave.
But Jeff goes up the hill, and suddenly realizes that his legs can’t go very fast anymore—it has
become very hard to pedal! He goes slower and slower, and finally stops pedaling because it’s
too hard to do so. Dave passes, slowly but surely, and makes it to the top of the hill.
What happened? If only Jeff could have kept pedaling at the same rate, he would have beaten
Dave soundly! Let’s look at each pedal stroke. Each time Dave and Jeff pedal once,
Dave’s back wheel goes around once (let’s say it travels 10 feet), but Jeff’s back wheel goes
around twice (20 feet).
Dave realizes that he only has to expend half as much energy per pedal revolution as Jeff does,
because Jeff goes twice as far each time. That is why Jeff started getting very tired: his pedals
were difficult to push. In other words, his pedals required more force than Dave’s did.
So, does Dave expend less energy going up the same hill?
Selecting the Proper Gear Ratio
So, how might you choose the best gear ratio for a Solar Sprint vehicle? Investigating is probably
the easiest way to find out.
The idea is that the motor, like your legs when you ride a bike, works best at a certain speed.
Motors also have a limit as to how much force they can exert. First you must find the speed at
which the motor gives the most power (this is usually half the speed the motor will rotate at if
there is no load, or force, exerted on the motor shaft). Try to keep the motor turning at
approximately that speed as you try different gear ratios.
It helps if a car is built in such a way that a person can change the gear ratios easily. Remember,
the ideal gear ratio may change somewhat if different characteristics of a car are changed such as
size or weight. Just remember, if a car is not going very fast, it could be either that the wheel
speed is too slow or (as in the case of Jeff riding uphill) that the force required to turn the wheel
is too high. Then try a different gear ratio!
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Materials
The materials that might be chosen will vary greatly depending on the type of transmission that
is to be built.
To build a belt drive, try stiff, rubbery materials for the belt, such as a slice of inner tube or an oring. Then make sure the pulleys are pulled away from each other, so that the belt is tight. A way
to change the gear ratio on a pulley drive is to add or remove masking tape around the pulley;
this changes its diameter.
If a friction drive is used, make sure that there is enough traction on the friction disk, or it will
slip (see the Materials section for wheels and bearings). Also, make sure the friction gears are
pressed against each other snugly to ensure traction.
In all cases, wheel-like parts will be needed to put on the motor shaft and the wheel. Participants
can get ideas from reading the suggestions for wheel materials.

REFERENCES FOR BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Northeast Sustainable Energy Association, 50 Miles Street, Greenfield, MA 01301, phone 413774-6051 nesea@nesea.org

Produced by the Research Foundation of the State University of New York with funding
from the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA)
www.nyserda.ny.gov

(STUDENT HANDOUT SECTION FOLLOWS)
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Junior Solar Sprint Series: Gears and Drive Belts
Activity 1: How do gear size and tooth number affect the transfer of energy from my car’s
motor to its wheels?
Materials Needed:
Two-gear set
Ruler
10-speed bike
Bike stand
Part A: Gears
Procedure:
1. Mark one tooth on each gear.
2. Count the number of teeth on each gear and record this data in the chart below.
3. Measure the diameter between the base of the teeth on opposite sides of each gear and
calculate circumference.
4. Turn the larger gear one turn clockwise. On the chart below, record how many turns and
in which direction the smaller gear turns.
DEVELOP YOUR UNDERSTANDING
Gear Size
Larger Gear
Smaller Gear
Ratio
Larger:Smaller

Number of
Teeth

Diameter
(centimeters)

Circumference Number of
(centimeters)
Turns

1. What is the ratio between the number of teeth on the large gear and the number of teeth
on the small gear?
2. What is the ratio between the diameter of the large gear and the diameter of the small
gear?
7.1

3. Which gear size turns faster?
4. How would using the smaller gear to transfer mechanical energy from the motor of the
solar car to the larger gear attached to the axle of the car affect the speed of the car
wheels?

5. How would this gear arrangement affect the power of the car?

Part B: Bicycle Gears
Procedure:
1 Check your responses to the questions above by using different gear combinations to
pedal the 10-speed bike on the bike stand.
DEVELOP YOUR UNDERSTANDING
1. Are the gears of the bike connected directly to one another?
2. Does this drive mechanism affect the gear ratios of the various gear combinations, or are
they the same as if the chain wasn’t there?
3. Could this drive mechanism be used for your solar car?

Activity 2: Do drive belts and spools work the same way gears do?
Materials:
Procedure:
1. Hammer the two nails into the board far enough apart to lightly stretch the rubber
band between them.
2. Using the micrometer, determine the diameter of each of the spools:
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Diameter of Larger Spool:
3.
4.
5.
6.

Diameter of Smaller Spool:

Place the wooden spools over the nails.
Stretch the rubber band around both spools.
Place a mark on the top edge of each spool.
Turn the large spool through one complete turn.

DEVELOP YOUR UNDERSTANDING
1. How many times did the small spool turn?
2. How does this drive mechanism compare with the gear-to-gear mechanism?
3. How does this drive mechanism compare with the gear-and-chain mechanism?

Additional Sources of Information
Bright Ideas published by the Arizona Energy Office, 3800 North Central Ave., Suite 1200,
Phoenix, AZ 85012.
Lowery, Thomas. The Everyday Science Book, Palo Alto, CA: Seymour Publications, 1985.
American Tour de Sol pamphlet published by the Northeast Sustainable Energy Association,
23 Ames Street, Greenfield, MA 01301.
Pollard, Michael. How Things Work, New York: Larousse & Co., 1978.
Helpful Hints for Transmission Design
1. How should I design the transmission?
Be creative. There is no one solution to the problem.
2. How should I get power from the motor to the wheels?
Try several different ways such as gears, pulleys, or some other drive method to get power to the
wheels. Don’t be discouraged—your first try may not work.
3. What should I know about gears?
The pitch of a gear describes the number of teeth that can be put on a 1-inch diameter gear. Gears
with different pitches will not fit together well, so the same pitch must be used throughout the
transmission. Gears in 48 and 64 pitch are the ones typically used in slot cars. You can buy gears
for the 1/24-scale slot cars through local hobby shops.
4. Where can I find parts?
Cheap motorized toys, old cassette or 8-track tape players, old motorized can openers, recycled
materials, and small gear reduction boxes might have gears and pulleys that will work in your
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transmission. Look for them in secondhand stores, in discount stores such as Target and WalMart, or in your sibling’s toy box.
5. What else should I think about as I design the car?
Think about the friction of the following components:
_ Gears moving against each other
_ The stretching or slipping of a belt
_ The tires on the track
_ All the other moving parts of the car
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